Fall Commencement 2011

December 16 & 17
The story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (OAMC) in Payne County. OAMC’s first students assembled for class on December 14, 1891, even though there were no buildings, no books, and no curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie that were donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

Visitors to the OSU campus often marvel at its beauty and consistency of architecture. Much of the credit goes to OAMC’s legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned some of the university’s most famous and beautiful structures, including the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. A new campus master plan is guiding unprecedented construction that is making OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. Starting in the fall of 2008, OSU has opened the new Multimodal Transportation Terminal, the new North Classroom Building, the west end zone of Boone Pickens Stadium, refurbished Old Central, the Donald W. Reynolds Architecture Building, an upgraded Murray Hall and the new Henry Bellmon Research Center. Work is progressing on a major renovation of the Student Union. Hall of Fame Avenue on the north and University Avenue on the south have both been significantly upgraded, and the university has started an update to its campus landscape plan.

OSU grew quite rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by a huge enrollment surge. Some graduates from that era may remember “Veteran’s Village,” a thriving community that developed on the northwest edge of campus as veterans and their families moved into surplus military housing provided by the college. The mid-1940s also were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling, and the NCAA championship in basketball. The next year, the wrestling and basketball teams repeated as national champions, and the football team won the Sugar Bowl.

Coaches and players from that era are now sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

People often ask when OSU made the transition from college to university. By the 1950s the college had grown substantially. Suggested names for a “new” institution were “Great Plains University,” “International University,” and “Atomic University.” In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU would build academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999.

Today, OSU has more than 36,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to nearly 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has grown and prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. OSU teaching, research and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
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Message from the President

This is a momentous day on the beautiful campus of Oklahoma State University.

As an Oklahoma State University graduate, you join a long list of successful men and women who have gone before you. For decades, OSU graduates have used their creativity and passion to make an impact on our world. In fact, Branding Success is the name of our current fundraising campaign. We know each one of you is prepared to boldly go forward and find your own success.

We are honored to welcome all the family and friends that are here to join in this wonderful and meaningful accomplishment. We are thankful your graduate chose OSU. You should be extremely proud of the role you played in his or her success.

The entire OSU community – faculty, staff, alumni and donors – takes special pride in watching our students walk across the stage. This is the day that makes all our work worthwhile. OSU exists to help our students pursue their dreams and today we all rejoice!

Congratulations. Best wishes. Go Pokes!

Sincerely,

V. Burns Hargis
President, Oklahoma State University
OSU Class of 1967
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Alma Mater Hymn of Oklahoma State University
Words by Robert McCulloh, ‘49

Proud and immortal, Bright shines your name;
Oklahoma State, We herald your fame.
Ever you’ll find us loyal and true,
To our Alma Mater, O. S. U.

Oklahoma
Written by Oscar Hammerstein II
Music by Richard Rodgers

Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain,
And the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet
When the wind comes right behind the rain.
Oklahoma, ev’ry night my honey lamb and I
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky
We know we belong to the land
And the land we belong to is grand!
And when we say - Yeeow! A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine, Oklahoma!
Oklahoma - O.K.
Friday evening, December 16, 2011

GRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding

V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Processional

“Pomp and Circumstance” .......................................................... Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

The National Anthem

“The Star Spangled Banner” .......................................................... Key
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich, Professor Emeritus, Construction
Management Technology, soloist

Introduction of Special Guests

Dr. Sheryl Tucker, Dean, Graduate College

Remarks

Dr. Estella Atekwana, Regents Professor of Geology

Conferral of Doctoral Degrees

President Hargis

Conferral of Master’s Degrees

President Hargis

Recognition of Degree Candidates

Dr. Allen Scott, Associate Professor of Music, west podium
Dr. Carol Moder, Professor of English, east podium

Closing Remarks

Dr. Sheryl Tucker, Dean, Graduate College

Alma Mater Hymn

“OSU Alma Mater” .......................................................... McCulloh
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Recessional - Platform Party
Saturda y, December 17, 2011
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Grand March
City of Tulsa Pipes and Drums
William Tetrick, Pipe Major

Student Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” ................................................................. Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

Platform Party Processional
City of Tulsa Pipes and Drums

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ............................................................ Key
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich, Professor Emeritus,
Construction Management Technology, soloist

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ................................................................. Rodgers and Hammerstein
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Introduction of Special Guests
V. Burns Hargis, President

Greetings from the Board of Regents
Jay Helm, Chair

Greetings from the Faculty Council
Clint R. Krehbiel
Chair of the General Faculty
Professor, Animal Science

Presentation of Honorary Degree

Commencement Speaker
Donald D. Humphreys, Senior Vice President and Principal Financial Officer
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Saturday, December 17, 2011 (continued)

Special Recognition
- Honors College Graduates
- Phi Kappa Phi Graduates

Conferring of Degrees

Morning Ceremony
- College of Human Sciences
- College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
- Spears School of Business

Afternoon Ceremony
- College of Education
- College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- College of Arts and Sciences

Alma Mater Hymn

“OSU Alma Mater” ................................................................. McCulloh
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Recessional - Platform Party

Sandie Busby, sign language interpreter

OSU Brass Quintet: Ryan Gardner, trumpet; Nick Doutrich, trumpet; Lanette Compton, horn; Paul Compton, trombone; Todd Malicoate, tuba
College or School Representatives

The following outstanding students were chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon in the Student Processional and to serve as representatives of the graduates of that college or school during the undergraduate commencement ceremonies. Each wears an honorary orange cap and gown.

College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
    Cameron Kylene Jones
    Bachelor of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
    Agricultural Education
    Edmond, Oklahoma

College of Arts and Sciences
    Reagan Jo Pool
    Bachelor of Music
    Music Education
    Wichita, Kansas

College of Education
    Candice Leigh Leeper
    Bachelor of Science
    Health Education and Promotion
    Alva, Oklahoma

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
    Kristin Michelle Nevels
    Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
    Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
    Claremore, Oklahoma

College of Human Sciences
    Jonathan Keith Chandler
    Bachelor of Science in Human Environmental Sciences
    Hotel and Restaurant Administration
    Lee's Summit, Missouri

Spears School of Business
    Anna Elizabeth Davis
    Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
    Accounting
    Edmond, Oklahoma
A native of Tulsa, Oklahoma, Mr. Humphreys earned a Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management from Oklahoma State University in 1971. He served in the U.S. Army from 1972-1974. He obtained an M.B.A. from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania before joining Exxon Chemical Company in 1976. In 1986, after several assignments in Houston, Baton Rouge and Baytown, he transferred to Exxon Corporation in New York as Senior Financial Advisor in the Controller’s Department. In 1988, he moved to Exxon Company, International as Financial Reporting Manager and later served as General Auditor. In 1990, Humphreys became Upstream Controller of Exxon Company, U.S.A.

In 1993, he moved to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, as Financial Director of the Exxon companies in Malaysia. Humphreys became an Assistant Treasurer of Exxon Corporation in January 1997 and was elected Vice President and Controller in July 1997.

Concurrent with the merger with Mobil in 1999, Humphreys was named Vice President and Controller of Exxon Mobil Corporation. In July 2004, he was named Vice President and Treasurer of Exxon Mobil Corporation. He was elected Senior Vice President and Treasurer and also joined the Corporation’s Management Committee effective January 1, 2006. He currently serves the Corporation as Principal Financial Officer.

Mr. Humphreys serves as a Director on the boards of Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation and Junior Achievement. He is a member of Financial Executives International and the American Petroleum Institute. He has also served as a member of the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council.

In addition, Mr. Humphreys serves as a Trustee of the Oklahoma State University Foundation and is a Life Member of the OSU Alumni Association. In 2007, Mr. Humphreys was named a Distinguished Alumnus of OSU and was inducted into the Spears School of Business Hall of Fame. In 2008, he was inducted into the College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology Hall of Fame. In 2010, he was inducted into the OSU Alumni Hall of Fame, and he and his wife Cathey were named Henry G. Bennett Distinguished Fellows.

Don and Cathey, a graduate of the University of Oklahoma, share a passion for the benefits of higher education. They have endowed scholarships, programs and chairs at OSU, OU, Wharton and the University of Tulsa.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Candy C. Armstrong</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carol I. Babb</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siobhan Tiffany Bazile</td>
<td>Occupational and Adult Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monica Eileen Browne</td>
<td>Occupational and Adult Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nancy Lynelle Burrows</td>
<td>School Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeremy J. Cayetano</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John A. Jones</td>
<td>Applied Educational Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karen C. Martinez</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheldon James Samuels</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia Mae Jennison Smith</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dian V. Vasquez</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Eugene Albanese</td>
<td>Natural Resource Ecology and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kurt Clay Anderson</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April L. Bagwill</td>
<td>Zoology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin J. Beas</td>
<td>Zoology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher N. Boyer</td>
<td>Agricultural Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Cuthbert Broaddus</td>
<td>Veterinary Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William James Buker</td>
<td>Human Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xing Chen</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hung-Ju Chien</td>
<td>Agricultural Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jong San Choi</td>
<td>Agricultural Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jongsawas Chongwatpol</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pamela Anne Teresa Circo Webb</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melissa Cordero Valentin</td>
<td>Veterinary Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cara Ailene Cowan Watts</td>
<td>Biosystems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chris Paul Cox</td>
<td>Health, Leisure and Human Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eboney Crawford</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patricia K. Delcambre</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geetika Dilawari</td>
<td>Biosystems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tao Ding</td>
<td>Biochemistry and Molecular Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gary Paul Dotterer</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melissa Anne Dreyer</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeana Dawn Ely</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Michael Emrich</td>
<td>Human Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Bradley Fritch</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilani Nilushika Gunasena</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Joohyung Ha • Business Administration
Gary D. Hatfield • Statistics
Sumei Huang • Physics
Stephanie Nicole Huff • Educational Psychology
Phillip Ray Humphrey • Business Administration
Sungah Kim • Educational Psychology
Teresa Lee Klein • Educational Psychology
Seung Bong Ko • Human Environmental Sciences
Rajesh Krishnamurthy • Industrial Engineering and Management
Hung Manh La • Electrical Engineering
Krista J. Lambeth • Education
Joon Yong Lee • Chemical Engineering
Juhyung Lee • Mathematics
Stacy Brett Lee • Educational Psychology
Misti J. Leyva • Human Environmental Sciences
Weiping Li • Geography
Xiaoxue Li • Biosystems Engineering
Victoria H. Lightfoot • Geography
Sai Venu Gopal Lolla • Mechanical Engineering
Jacob Ray Manjarrez • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Randall Maples • Chemistry
Luz S. Marin • Biosystems Engineering
Kimberly Nicole Mathe • Human Environmental Sciences
Candie D. McKee • English
Rodney L. Mills • Animal Nutrition
Amarjit Mishra • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Binh H. Nguyen • Business Administration
Ibrahim L.C. Oumar Niankara • Economics
Jessica L. O'Connell • Zoology
David S. Olinger • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Charles Robert O'Neill • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Lila K. Peal • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Chaowana Phetcharat • Agricultural Economics
Duraisamy Ponnusamy • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Rebecca Jo Pruitt • Education
Philip Louis Rambo • Psychology
Lina M. Ramirez-Lopez • Food Science
Jason Roberts • English
Emily Jeptum Rutto • Soil Science
Olexandr Rybak • Conservation Science
Sayali Subhash Saykhedkar • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Darren D. Scott • Food Science
Evin D. Sharman • Animal Nutrition
Tamara Shilling • Education
Sandeep Srivathsan • Industrial Engineering and Management
Erika L. Stevens Olinger • Educational Psychology
Lianfan Su • Agricultural Economics
Liang Sun • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Lakshmi T. Sunkara • Animal Breeding and Reproduction
Jennine B. Terrill • Biosystems Engineering
James R. Todd • Crop Science
Emmanuel Tumusiime • Agricultural Economics
James Edmond Vaughn • Psychology
Qiyu Wang • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Yang Wang • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Kelly Ann Wardlaw • Education
Kathryn Ann Weinland • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Todd C. Wuestewald • Education
Guan Xu • Electrical Engineering
Krishna M. Yerramsetty • Chemical Engineering
Saiphon Yuanlaie • Human Environmental Sciences
Hasan H. Yurc u • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Fei Zhou • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Chun Zhu • Electrical Engineering

Master of Agriculture
Talal Shakir Al-Doori
Douglas E. Christerson
Leslie Rachelle Holt
Mandy M. Kennedy
Amber D. Martin
Jacob Daniel Walker

Master of Arts
Joel Edward Baehler • History
Alexandria L. Brackett • English
Gregory M. Brown • English
Jeffrey Patrick Campbell • History
Colt C. Chaney • History
Kristina Lea Davis • English
George W. Donaldson III • Theatre
Caroline Fisher • English
Deborah Counts Horton • English
Jeffrey D. King • Political Science
Brett Allen Manis II • History
Carly Marie Mayes • Political Science
Katie Elizabeth Skelton • History
Sunshine A. Stevens • Theatre
Soha H. Youssef • English
Jannah Pauline Zubaidi • English

Master of Business Administration
Sarah Elizabeth Adair
Holly Anne Bernard
Shakira Dawn Brauchie

Melissa M. Barbee
Robert Thomas Berryhill
Kerrie E. Cantrell
Michael L. Dobbins   Jordan Lane Dunbar
Gail L. Easterling   Andrew Kennedy Eaton
Andrew J. Eis   Casey James Evers
Branden Felker   Troy Cardinale Fezler
Kevan B. Finley   Samuel Joseph Garlett
James Edward Griggs   Tonya Halstead
Jason Henry   Richard A. Henry
Rebecca Leigh Hoey   Mark William Holt
Stephanie Ann Hotaling   Jessica N. Hruz
Michael R. Johnston   Claude B. Kershner IV
Channing Elan King   Blake Koppitz
Aaron Thomas Light   James R. Moody
George A. Okvist   Neil J. O’Leary
Alicia Elizabeth Plati   Raymond Priddy
Jeffrey A. Reid   Peter A. Robl
Harlan Rose Ross   Takehiro Ryu
Rick G. Schuessler   Annette Michelle Smith
Jessica Ekom Smith   Emily Marie Stolworthy
Daniel E. Stults   Yipyng Cheryl Tan
John Charles Tepper III   Travis O. White
Amy Elizabeth Whitley   John David Williams, Jr.
Jonathon Charles Wyckoff

**Master of Fine Arts**
Sarah J. Wangler • Creative Writing

**Master of Science**
Shivani Adhikari • Animal Science
Ekenemolise N. Adigwe • Geology
Kevin S. Aitken • Educational Psychology
Emma A. Ajode • Environmental Science
Mignote Asmare Alemayehu • Civil Engineering
Redeat G. Alemu • Electrical Engineering
Mohammad Saleem Humadi Al-Idani • Plant and Soil Science
Judith Anne Allen • Educational Technology
Travis Lee Allison • Industrial Engineering and Management
Nawaf Mohamed Alsudairi • Industrial Engineering and Management
Casey John Andrews • Plant and Soil Science
Lysa R. Andrews • Natural and Applied Sciences
Preeti Ashok • Chemical Engineering
Ali Asmari Sadabad • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Rita D. Asoba • Geology
Endegena Gebresenbet Assefa • Electrical Engineering
Omobayode G. Atandeyi • Management Information Systems
Rebecca Suzanne Atherton • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Lakshmi Haritha Atluri • Industrial Engineering and Management
Daniel Jose Aular-Duran • Engineering and Technology Management
Jesse W. Badoe  •  Sociology
Michael E. Bagley  •  Geology
Christopher F. Bailey  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Darren Elliott Bane  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Alexandre Stefani Barreiro  •  Plant and Soil Science
Melissa Barron  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Sarah Denise Battenfield  •  Plant and Soil Science
Damen F. Belcher  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Marcus Benjamin  •  Chemistry
Dewone E. Bennett  •  Educational Psychology
Danielle Michelle Bergman  •  Counseling
Harshad Gajanan Bhapkar  •  Chemical Engineering
David Michael Blackmore  •  Civil Engineering
Blake B. Blackwell  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Ronda L. Blakemore  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kyle Scott Blankenship  •  Plant and Soil Science
Ilana V. Bloom-Cornelius  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Brit H. Boehmer  •  Animal Science
Alireza Boloorchi Tabrizi  •  Computer Science
Margaret S. Bonner  •  Psychology
Marco Antonio Borunda  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Camilla Belintani Bottini  •  Food Science
Julie Anna Bright  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Nadia Brigita  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Scott J. Brill  •  Entrepreneurship
James Alfred Brown  •  Civil Engineering
Tyler Gene Buckminster  •  Health and Human Performance
Jolinda Jean Burns  •  Educational Technology
Melissa M. Burr  •  Human Environmental Sciences
Abhinay Goud Burra  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jennifer L. Burtka  •  Zoology
Ann Taylor Busby  •  Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Shiva Reddy Busireddy  •  Electrical Engineering
John Dillon Butchee  •  Plant and Soil Science
Aglae B. Campos  •  International Studies
Joshua J. Carroll  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Krishnakanth Reddy Chaganti  •  Management Information Systems
Victor Tavengwa Chaitezvi  •  Entrepreneurship
Andrea L. Chalker  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Joshua W. Chaney  •  Horticulture
Shannon Gayle Chaney  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Haoxian Chen  •  Chemical Engineering
Sanath Chilakala  •  Management Information Systems
Kusuma Ranjitha Chindaluru  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Jaemin Choi  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Pitipa Chongwatpol  •  Nutritional Sciences
Dana L. Christensen  •  Animal Science
LeAnne Christensen  •  Educational Technology
Richard Lloyd Churchill • Computer Science
Caitlin C. Cleary • International Studies
Raymond Cobb • Environmental Science
Roslynn K. Collins • Interdisciplinary Science
Lisa A. Coffey Conrad • Engineering and Technology Management
Nathaniel James Copeland • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Leane Coppick • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Susan Raina Cox • Natural and Applied Sciences
Rebecca Crain • Educational Psychology
Thomas H. Crockett • Engineering and Technology Management
Yuvraj Dilip Date • Industrial Engineering and Management
Ande Almeda DeGiacomo • Telecommunications Management
Chelsea Lea Dennison • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Nilou Derakhshan • Educational Technology
Naveen Raj Dhanapal • Computer Science
Gerardo Diaz Ramos • International Studies
Derya Dikbas • Electrical Engineering
Matthew J. Dimaggio • Engineering and Technology Management
Barry F. Downer • Environmental Science
Kelly Lee Driskel • Engineering and Technology Management
Laura Anne Duffy • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Rama Krishna Rao Gowd Ede • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Siddhartha Eechampati • Electrical Engineering
Areege Fawzi Eldoumi • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Samia Ahmed Ali Elghair • Plant and Soil Science
David J. Eller • Telecommunications Management
Kadem Kadir Engin • Computer Science
Nathan Bradley Eyster • Industrial Engineering and Management
Seyedeh Hediyeh Fatemi • Electrical Engineering
Jessica M. Ferguson • International Studies
Johnathon M. Ford • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
John Michael Freeman • Civil Engineering
Lisa M. Frein • Mass Communications
Nicole Marie Frohling • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Pradeep Gaddam • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Cynthia Renee Galegar • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Seshasai Gandikota • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Karl Michael Garbrecht • Biosystems Engineering
Satish K. Garla • Management Information Systems
Gianni Giannandrea • Engineering and Technology Management
Jennifer Lynn Gillespie • Agricultural Communications
William A. Gilvear • Engineering and Technology Management
Jessica D. Gomez • Engineering and Technology Management
Erik Kirkklind Gonzales • Physics
Adam Douglas Gourley • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Brian Dale Grissom • Engineering and Technology Management
Raviteja Gunda • Computer Science
Himanshu Gupta • Telecommunications Management
Sandeep Gutta • Electrical Engineering
Jacob M. Hagen • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Amir Hajibabaee Bana • Civil Engineering
Sanjay Haladkar • Electrical Engineering
Ryan Don Hale • Hospitality Administration
Laura A. Haller • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Robert L. Hamm • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Minchae Han • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Brooke J. Hansen • Educational Psychology
Garrett Hansen • Mechanical Engineering
Valerie Annette Hanson • Interdisciplinary Science
Rajesh Hariharan • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nancy L. Hart • Natural and Applied Sciences
Stefanie Gayle Hatch • Accounting
Leslie Ann Haughey • Human Development and Family Science
Adam C. Hausmann • Engineering and Technology Management
Kristi Nichelle Haynes • Engineering and Technology Management
Mary Katherine Henderson • Animal Science
Courtney Kay Hicks • Educational Leadership Studies
Tyler L. Holland • Educational Psychology
Beth Holloway • Educational Technology
Hayley Jari Holmes • Hospitality Administration
Thomas Hong • Industrial Engineering and Management
Tommy Hong • Mechanical Engineering
Gilpatrick D. Hornsby • Hospitality Administration
Christopher Yovan Hsu • International Studies
Qinang Hu • Civil Engineering
Fangjie Huang • Computer Science
Sean Hubbard • Agricultural Communications
Teresa June Hudson • Educational Technology
Chen-Ling Jenny Hung • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
David Colyer Hunter • International Studies
Ali Ambar Hussain • Telecommunications Management
Janelle Elizabeth Rogers Hutchinson • Accounting
Nicolas Reagan Hutnyak • Quantitative Financial Economics
Yoongu Hwang • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Jacqueline Polite Iob • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kylychbek Isa • International Studies
James Keith Isaacs • Environmental Science
Lee J. Isley • Engineering and Technology Management
Kathryn G. Jackson • Geology
Richard M. Jackson • Telecommunications Management
Paul C. Jaramillo • Engineering and Technology Management
Shannon N. Jeffries • Geology
Li Jiang • Horticulture
Eric P. Johansen • Zoology
Jomals Mathews John • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Elizabeth S. Johnson • Nutritional Sciences
Kuanza A. Johnson • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jason Paul Joines • Natural and Applied Sciences
Billy C. Jones • Environmental Science
Linju Jose • Computer Science
Jongoh Kang • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Lisa Kasper • Psychology
Brian Keith Kastl • Mechanical Engineering
Savannah M. Kelso • Agricultural Education
Jennifer C. Keogh • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Loren Riley Kern • Sociology
Rungnapha Khamung • International Studies
Rebekah B. Kidanemariam • International Studies
Seung-Hyun Kim • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Sujang Kim • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Kirk E. Kimmelshue • Agricultural Communications
Grant Ellis Kincannon • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Sarah Di Kinnison • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Ananta Dubey Kirikera • Economics
Bigyan Koirala • Mass Communications
John Kipkorir Kosgei • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Veera Venkata Harikishan Kotha • Civil Engineering
Joseph Daniel Kovar • Biosystems Engineering
Miriam Khataza Kumwenda • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Anand S. Kuwadekar • Management Information Systems
Suvendu Laha • Control Systems Engineering
Alan Joseph Larson • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
William V. Lechner • Psychology
Therman R. Lee • Mass Communications
Leland Barton Leslie • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Gang Li • Electrical Engineering
Jian Li • Environmental Engineering
Jessica Elizabeth Lieb • International Studies
Cary A. Lincoln • Geography
Heather Marie Little • Natural and Applied Sciences
Krista Marie Looper • Entrepreneurship
Preston Brooks Lord, Jr. • Educational Psychology
Chantelle Ardoin Lott • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Dung Thuy Mai • Industrial Engineering and Management
Abhishek Mallik • Electrical Engineering
Allison J. Martin • Educational Leadership Studies
Gregorio Martinez Jimenez • Natural and Applied Sciences
Shashidhara Y. Marulappa • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Feroz Khan Masjadi • Economics
Preety Mathema • Electrical Engineering
Michael Ernest Matousek • Biosystems Engineering
Brittni Renee Maxson • Accounting
Carla Seth McCordic • Accounting
Candace Michelle McCreary • International Studies
Lacy Julianne McCullar • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Shannon V. McKinney • Educational Technology
Katerra Janae Meachem • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Anthony Megel • Biosystems Engineering
Matthew J. Meier • Geography
Allison M. Truman-Mejia • Mass Communications
Vinay Mekki Basavaraj • Civil Engineering
Brian P. Mesing • Engineering and Technology Management
Rachel H. Messer • Psychology
Richard Dee Scott Meyers • Counseling
Kanan Mirzayev • International Studies
Mohammad J. Modarres Zadeh • Electrical Engineering
Elizabeth S. Molzon • Psychology
Candace R. Moore • Sociology
Pradnya More • Civil Engineering
Michelle Marie Moulton • Nutritional Sciences
Gant Larry Mourer • Animal Science
Anna T. Moyer • Zoology
Erin M. Moyes • Horticulture
Michael K. Mugo • Statistics
Jeremiah Mullock • Plant and Soil Science
Samuel Swaroop Munnangi • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Mohankumar Muthuswamy • Environmental Engineering
Ukash Nakarmi • Electrical Engineering
Nicole Marie Nascenzi • Mass Communications
Aloysha Charvanay Nash • Counseling
Sadie Nasrin • Mechanical Engineering
Jodie Anne Navarre • Entrepreneurship
Leslie Ellen Nelson • Electrical Engineering
Que Thi Kim Ngo • International Studies
Elizabeth K. Nguyen • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Khoa Dinh Dang Nguyen • Quantitative Financial Economics
Nhat Dong Nguyen • Computer Science
Phuc Khac Nguyen • International Studies
Annika Niemeier • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Adane Sebsibe Nigatu • Chemical Engineering
Michael Jacob Novick • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kelsey Johnston Nuckolls • Mass Communications
Sravya Nutralapati • Computer Science
Cherie Ognibene • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Sanghyup Oh • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Sonya Denise Oliver-Seals • Interdisciplinary Science
Ivy Pal • Chemical Engineering
Oonnittan Jacob Panachaveettil • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Piyush Pandey • Industrial Engineering and Management
Hyeyoung Park • Economics
Sunyoung Park • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
William P. Parker • Engineering and Technology Management
Michael Craig Parks • Geology
Nehal Nitin Patel • Civil Engineering
Pranav Suresh Pathak • Electrical Engineering
Andres Patrignani • Plant and Soil Science
Johanna Pelaez • International Studies
Rachel Elizabeth Pepin • Horticulture
LeeAnne Renee Pepper • Educational Technology
William J. Petrock • Human Environmental Sciences
Amey Pramod Phadke • Electrical Engineering
Kaustubh Pradeep Phalak • Mechanical Engineering
Minh Thai Pham • Management Information Systems
Prashant Pilla • Computer Science
Muthappa Ponjanda Madappa • Mechanical Engineering
Kraig L. Popelka • Geology
Samantha Taren Porec • International Studies
Michael J. Porta • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Heath James Qualls • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Julie Diane Rader • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Scott Ryan Rader • Environmental Science
Md Shidur Rahaman • Chemical Engineering
Swapnika Ratakonda • Chemical Engineering
Rajashekar Reddy Chitaveli • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Gary D. Redfield • Engineering and Technology Management
Bryce Reinesch • Management Information Systems
Angie Reisch • Zoology
Nitesh Reddy Rentam • Electrical Engineering
Vicki Lynn Rhodey • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Robert Madis Rhoton • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Robert M. Rierson • Engineering and Technology Management
Shannon LeAnn Riley • Engineering and Technology Management
Dustin James Robins • Educational Psychology
Lars E. Rundberg • Engineering and Technology Management
Sheryl R. Rush • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Ryan Glen Ryswyk • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Abdul-Khaaliq Faheem Salim • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Abdoulaye Samba • Biosystems Engineering
Jon Eric Sanford • Geology
Ryan K. Sappington • Entrepreneurship
Timothy William Schmidt • Sociology
Michael M. Schroeder • Educational Technology
Gregory M. Schutte • Educational Psychology
Shantell LaDawn Schweer • Agricultural Communications
Julie Schweitzer • International Studies
Jennifer Marie Sebesta • Geography
Eric J. Seeger • Geology
Eric Alexander Sellers • Accounting
Yogen Nrupendra Shah • Management Information Systems
Zubair Shaik • Management Information Systems
Sushmakumari S. Sharma • Interdisciplinary Science
Amber Lee Sharp • Food Science
Parker T. Shaw • Educational Psychology
Arjina Shrestha • Horticulture
Ayasha Siddiqua • Electrical Engineering
Joseph P. Simmons • Animal Science
Saumya Susan Simon • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kumar Singarapu • Chemical Engineering
Atul Singh • Mechanical Engineering
Aïssatou Sitta • Biosystems Engineering
Melissa A. Smith • Telecommunications Management
Kyle Thomas Snow • Civil Engineering
Raghuveer Sripathi • Plant and Soil Science
Sujeet Srivastava • Hospitality Administration
Beatrice F. Stinson Hoxie • Educational Technology
Revathy Subramanian • Chemical Engineering
Sumit Girdharilal Sukhwani • Management Information Systems
Rajesh Jagdish Sutar • Electrical Engineering
Sumedha Tamane • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Gordon Michael Taylor • Environmental Engineering
Rodrigo Alberto Tello Rosete • International Studies
Tesfahun D. Temesgen • Mechanical Engineering
Oumou Aminata Thiam • Food Science
Anand R. Thobbi • Electrical Engineering
Yang Tian • Horticulture
Nicole L. Ticknor • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Surpriya Milind Tike • Electrical Engineering
Luis Torres • International Studies
Ngoc Hong Trinh • Accounting
Teresa Dawn Underhill • Educational Technology
Morgan Ann Unrast • Geology
Rohit Vaidya • Mechanical Engineering
Tabitha Ann Valtr • Human Development and Family Science
Sarah D. Vann • Educational Technology
Brian Henry Varacchi • Geology
Brandon Thomas Varner • Agricultural Economics
Lacey Lynn Vedral • Animal Science
Balambika Vinod • Computer Science
Kenneth James Walker • Chemical Engineering
Kelsey Dyan Walters • International Studies
Ashish Vijay Wani • Electrical Engineering
Sherry Lynette Warden • Accounting
Kyuseong Wee • Statistics
Daniel G. Week • Telecommunications Management
Kressa Dawn Welch • Counseling
Steven David Welch • Electrical Engineering
Brian J. Westhues • Leisure Studies
Brady Andrew Whisenhunt • Electrical Engineering
Denise Marie White • Educational Technology
Chipper S. Wilkerson • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Erin M. Williams • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Joey Michelle Williams • Educational Psychology
Seth Adam Williams • Electrical Engineering
Stuart M. Wilson • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Tracy Wilson • Plant and Soil Science
Katherine C. Womack • Educational Technology
Victor K. Wong • Engineering and Technology Management
Lindsey Nicole Woodliff • Interdisciplinary Science
Cecile A. Wright • Interdisciplinary Science
Gabriel B. Yandell • Human Development and Family Science
Krishna Karthik Yanumala • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Liangjiang Yu • Electrical Engineering
Er Yue • Geography
Si Zhang • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Min Zhao • Geology
Yun Zhao • Geography
Christopher J. Zielesch • Engineering and Technology Management
Natallia Zuyonak • International Studies

**Master of Science in Business Administration**

Eric Paul Alberts • Accounting
Kyle Vest Allen • Accounting
Matthew Scott Creech • Accounting
Ababacar Sadikh Dieng • Accounting
Aria J. Ghajar • Accounting
Brad David Graves • Accounting
Grant Lee Gregory • Accounting
Joshua Michael Hairston • Accounting
Keith Ryan Kelly • Accounting
Aaron Gerard Lawson • Accounting
Joseph Allen Lorenz • Accounting
Andrew Thomas Loving • Accounting
Austin Tyler McNeely • Accounting
Sydney Danielle Shepherd • Accounting
Nicole Marie Thatcher • Accounting
Matthew Michael Willis • Accounting
Rachel Dianne Withrow • Accounting

**Specialist in Education**

Tyler L. Holland • Education
Center for Health Sciences
Kayse M. Shrum, Dean

Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Science
Arunkumar Thangaraju
Brek A. Wilkins

Master of Science in Biomedical Science
Crystal Dockery
Nevin White

Master of Science in Forensic Science
Christina M. Jett
Luke Harrison Johnson
Trang X. Pham
Ivy J. Rabe
Byron C. Smith
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES
FALL 2011

College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Robert E. Whitson, Vice President, Dean and Director

Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

• Agribusiness •
Jordan Elizabeth Brockhaus           Jeremy L. Brown
Barry Austin Burns                   Stephen Mark Coffman
Koby Kade Johnson                    Brandon Lee Johnston
Alicia Bell Kordis                   Brianna Marston
Daniel Alexander McPeek              Trent Thomas Milacek
Jacquelyn Brooke Morgans             Trenton Jake Mullens
Cyrena Marie Neill                   Matthew Lane Saint
Deston D. Shaw                       Alice Marie White
Audie Wayne Wolf

• Agricultural Communications •
Jessica Lauren Agnew                 Cody Ann Bainter
Hannah Elizabeth Carroll             Sydney Leann Cox
Courtenay Elizabeth DeHoff           Emily Ariel Grundy
Holly Grace Hiebert                  Jessica Lynne Lewis
Tess Marie Steckline                 John Mitchell Steichen
Ashley Nicole Travis

• Agricultural Economics •
Britney Danielle Creamer             Jacob Daniel Etzkorn
Jacob Paul Griffin                   Whitney D. Jeffrey
Cole Daniel Lamson

• Agricultural Education •
William Garrett Bergman              Colton Tate Blehm
John Jay Bull                        William Jeff Conner
Cameron Kylene Jones                 Mika Danielle Osborne
Michael Leon Salmon                  
Brent Michael Schoelen
Kassey Renee Steele

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation GPA).
• Agricultural Leadership •
Santana Mikel Cooper  Nathan Walter Fisher
Zackory Blanton Richardson  Heather Dawn Robertson
Joshua James Yates

• Animal Science •
Cassie Lynnette Bacon  Heath A. Bellmon
Heather Nicole Bornheim*  Diana Banu Breckenridge
Danika D. Brooks  Jessie Elizabeth Brothers
Austin George Brown  Darcy A. Casteel
Jessica Lynn Chastain  Cari Dae Claxton
Ty Burns Corneil  Blair Lauren Crandell
Staci Ann Curry  John Allen Curtis
Daniel Scott Custar  Kenneth Clayton Daubney
Lauren Kay Dautenahn  Caroline Ouida Eich
Kari Alexandra Farris  Kody Dean Franklin
Matthew Chase Frie  Andrea Lane Gilliland
Tiffany Marie Gonzales  Angela Marie Hada
Zachary Tyler Hairod  Bradley Jordan Hancock
Jessica Caitlin Harbeson  Stasha Renea Harp
Emily Mikele Hollarn  Garrett Lawson Horton
Dustin Edward Jones  Janisue Catherine Jones
Kristy M. Jones  Dustin Lane Kelly
Christopher Patrick LanCarte  Megan Whitney Malone-Perez
Megan Grace McMillen  Stephen Paul Morcom II
Armando Luis Moya  Tyler Don Nabors
Lauren Beth Ostermann  Morgan Pierce
Kelly Jo Pinnick  Toni Renee Pryor
Tanner Mark Pullen  Lisa M. Quinn
Jennifer Kay Lynn Rahm  Shannon Elaine Ross
Lauren Elizabeth Rupert  Ana P. Scott
Krista Joy Shults  Travis Lee Snowden
Mruphee Christine Stepanek  Amber Rachelle Todd
Morgan L. Totty  Margaux Michele Tucker
Tyler Benjamin Ward  Bradley W. Woolfolk

• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology •
Emily Jade Brewer  Ryan Lewis Clevenger
Loren Ann Colston  Martha Mashell Dobson
David P. George  Amy Elizabeth Hoyt
Bryanna Lee Johnson  Katelyn Rebecca Lakin
Morgan Leigh Matile  Danielle Nicole Nichols
Raagini Subramaniam
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

* Entomology *
Alexandra Michelle Robideau

* Environmental Science *
Clayton Drew Elder Grant Matthew Graves
Bill Richard Guderian Lauren Suzanne Himes
Kasie Dian Stambaugh Natalie Ann Willsey
Zachary Nathaniel Young

* Horticulture *
Jane Ann Carter Garrett W. Childress
Eric Tyler Gifford

* Landscape Contracting *
Martin Drake Beckmann Robert Michael Levi Corbett
Patrick Mac Maloy Wilson Charles Nease
Adam Ray Young

* Natural Resource Ecology and Management *
Monika Lynne Burchette Eli Joseph Ellis
Christopher Michael Gilliland Stephanie Alyssa Grischkowsky
Amanda Nicole Jones Kelsea Suzanne McElfresh
Eric James Norris Jarrod James Powers
Christopher James Seiden Craig Michael Walker
Aaron David Warburton

* Plant and Soil Sciences *
Linda Shawntel Ervin Jason Joe Ray

Bachelor of University Studies
Mark Leslie Dixon Stephanie Renea Watkins

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Bachelor of Arts

• American Studies •
Seth Aaron Ball

• Art •
Jordan L. Driskel Brandon Wade Hardesty
Stacy Michelle Kilgore Richard Lee Koble
Amanda Marie Mead Bri Anna Vining
Riley Dolan Welsh

• Economics •
Kristin Elizabeth Shepard Mitchell Jordan Strother

• English •
Kimberly Michelle Addison Elizabeth Michelle Chaffin
Meheret Nebiyou Damte Alysha Dawn Glasser
Kyle Mark Hays Amanda R. Kennedy
Jordan Christian Larsen Calais Brooke McNeely
Dana Melone James Arthur Reid, Jr.
Holly Jean Richmond Todd Andrew Robinson
Patricia Erin Schopp Joshua Lawrence Sexton
Kalyn Darby Thompson Ashley Kay Troyer
Cynthia J. Waits Emily Gail Wittenmyer

• French •
Erin Marie Nordquist

• German •
Candace Jean Bowling

• History •
Chad Richard Buehrle Carrie LeAnne Carver
Charica Dene Daugherty Christopher Michael Emmons
Alexander Tierney Faris William Randall Finfrock
Peter Ivan Hess Allan Harris Langston
Arica Lee Loyd Hannah Douglas McAnallen
Christopher Jay Stafford Lucy Thompson
Carly Shea Vaeth
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

- **Summa Cum Laude**, 3.9-4.0;
- **Magna Cum Laude**, 3.8-3.89;
- **Cum Laude**, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation GPA).

*Journalism and Broadcasting*

- John Wayne Autry
- Christopher Douglas Bruce
- David Paul Crow
- Briana Jo Dry
- Ashley Alyssa Grinols
- Zackary Lee Holloway
- Lauren Michelle Kelly
- Allison Nicole Lorenz
- Valerie Elizabeth Pritchard
- Paige Nicole See
- Sarah Jean Stuckey
- Sable Wise

- **Spencer Ross Blackwell**
- **Rylie Alexandra Burns**
- **Michael Jennifer Dozzi**
- **Sarah Susanna Dyer**
- **Daniel Leo Grossman**
- **Darcy Lynn Jones**
- **Alicia Darleen Kirkpatrick**
- **Charles Bonner Nusser**
- **Bethany Mae Raff**
- **Kristen Nicole Staggers**
- **Yohanna Raquel Tamez**

*Liberal Studies*

- Mary Catherine Kindell
- Katherine A. Thornton-Gibson

- **Travis Kenneth Meek**

*Philosophy*

- Jefferies Blake Davis
- Avery Clark Oden
- Paul-Pascal Van de Poel

- **Daniel Kirby Kennedy**
- **Joseph Don Ross**

*Political Science*

- Allison Renee English
- Kimberly Nicole Hill
- Antonio Lynn Laster
- Phara A. Nelson
- Kayla Ann Shipman
- James Alan Underwood

- **Tabatha L. Harris**
- **Corey Joseph Hubble**
- **Benjamin Robert Mansour**
- **Laurel Perreira**
- **Susan Marguerite Simkins**
- **Ashley Dawn Warren**

*Psychology*

- Kaylie Bradley
- Tierney Marie Brown
- LaShawna Nicole Collins
- Kelsey Renae Dean
- Raven Charvonne Gantt
- Jill Greene
- Pamela Nichole Marquez
- Saundra Jean Rush
- Katherine Danielle Santry
- Kayla Ann Shipman
- Lindsey C. Shreve
- Casady Sisco
- Nichole MaeLee Spear

- **Fernanda P. Brown**
- **Kaylynne Nicole Canady**
- **Leslie Michelle Condry**
- **Blake Tyler Fleet**
- **Brandon A. Gorman**
- **Caitlin Ann Lacey**
- **Cassie Le'Ann Parham**

*Honors College Degrees*

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: **Summa Cum Laude**, 3.9-4.0; **Magna Cum Laude**, 3.8-3.89; **Cum Laude**, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation GPA).
Yohanna Raquel Tamez  Claudette Renee Tarrant
Fawn Nichole Taylor  Kristi Jean Wheeler

• Russian Language and Literature •
Chase Harrell Woodley

• Sociology •
Alison Lynn Black  Kimber Jo Bracken
Bettye L. Brinkley-Williams  Leslie Renee Crane
Angela F. DeMauro  Jason Matthew Gardner
Alejandra Gonzalez Herrera  Mehgan Marie Griffin
Ryan K. Hale  Angela Kaye Johnson
Joshua Adam Latshaw  Afton Janelle Dakota Leewright
Icey-Lee Mbau  Melanie Williams-McClain
Jaclyn Leigh Osterstock  Jason Alexander Suitor
Teresa Lynne Thompson  Kayla Yvonne Wedel
Sarah Elizabeth Williams  Tiara Lorraine Young

• Spanish •
Callie Jane Bennett  Audrey Paige Bridgers
Inmer Norelis Cox  Amanda Renee Dukes
Carly Elizabeth Luebber  Chad Matthew Ortiz
Meredith Layne Savage

Bachelor of Fine Arts

• Art •
Patrick Levi Billings  Cassie Michelle Brown
David Albert Duncan  Afton Catherine Geyer
Jacob Dustin Gilbreath  Elizabeth Ashley Hahn
Krystal LeeAnn Harper  Emily Lynn McLain
Jeremy Lee Merz  Christina Jordan Naruszewicz
Ciera Ann Roblyer  Sarah Marie Rucker
James Adam Sanders  Lacey Jade Schultz
Stephen Ty Sommers  Cassandra Jade Stegman

Bachelor of Music

• Music •
David Allen Grounds
Kyle Grant Kinman
Jamie Filson May

• Music Education •
Jonathon Carl Knopfel
Reagan Jo Pool
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

Bachelor of Science

• Biological Science •
Alfred Leon Anderson, Jr. Yetunde Tiffany Ayodele
Joshua Ryan Bailey Cezanne N. Barrios
Autumn Brooke Cage Ali Colleen Cocheres
Ashley Dianne Cook Jennifer Lynn Dittman
Sarah Leigh Duvall Nicole Danielle Foster
Tara Michelle Foster Derek Brandon Henson
Kaylee Ann Hollingsworth Lauren Elizabeth Kirby
Sara Elizabeth Lopp Mai Nhia Lor
Brodderick Zane Massad Latoya Monique Neal
Alyssa Jean Peterson Christin Michelle Phillips
Mathew Eric Reynolds Shelby Samantha Rice
Dara Lois Schultz Nicole Rose Shaieb
Heather Michelle Stephens Anh Hong Tran
Jennifer Ann Tutt Micah C. Warren
Gregory Dee Willie II Ellen Margaret Wittner

• Botany •
Robert Thomas Bieloh

• Chemistry •
Hayden Tyler Hamby Daniel Stephen Kuehler
Brandon Michael Onley

• Communication Sciences and Disorders •
Lauren Elizabeth Fernberg Emily DeAun Ford
Tavia RaAnn Garrison Alanna Machelle Helm
Molly Lyn Maloy Aubrie Danielle Morrell
Haley Kyle Rogers Christina Marie Thetford
Paige A. Weatherford

• Computer Science •
Jonathan D. Beck Matthew Raymond Beckman
Timothy Michael Bell Carlos Eduardo Finocchiaro
Christopher Wayne Hacker Chad A. Harchar
David Allen Laws Bradley Allen Plummer
Melanie Diane Prevett Sara Elizabeth Roswell
Muhammad Amir Sami
Wesley Matthew Sirkis

• Economics •
Raul Bogdan Botezan
Hironori Goromaru
Pierce Waid Winters

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
• Geography •
Ebo Essuman-Ocran

• Geology •
Kyrsti Autumn Cecil
Emily Gabrielle Hawley
Austin Lee McNabb
Brett William Miller
Austin Blake Singleton
Tyler J. Tripplehorn

Christopher John Geyer
Joshua Kirby
Brandy B. Michael
Sheldon Wallace Sims
Seth Taylor Swafford
Stephanie Michelle Wisler

• Journalism and Broadcasting •
Meghan Breanne Bohnert
Annessa Delores Burrell
Courtney Janette Crossfield
Elyse Marie Elkins
Adam Kendrick Gray
Kenneth Franklin Joshua Higgs
Robyn Denise Matthews
Cameron Alexander Miller
Sarah Elizabeth Moser
Elizabeth Louise Smith

Rebecca Elizabeth Brooks
Kimbra Kaylee Craddock
Kimberlyn Anne Duncan
Monica Rae German
Mary Ann Grimes
Derek Bowen Lane
John Michael Mayberry II
Kylie Evelyn Patricia Mills
Jonna Leigh Reavis
Stanley Livingston Sutton

• Liberal Studies •
Whitley Danae Ables
Clifford Wright Springwater

Ry James Fleming

• Mathematics •
Tommy Earl McBane

• Microbiology •
Scott Alexander Budda

Patrick Wade Mathia

• Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology •
Nyssa Caitlin Cullin
Amy Marie Quick

Christopher David Henning

• Physiology •
Denton Duane Chancey

Jacob Corwin Schneider

• Political Science •
Jessica Lynn Caswell
Micah Joseph Felton
Mary Monique Chauntieria Jennings

Lauren Ashley Doty
Alejandra Gonzalez Herrera
Kyle Trice
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0;
Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89;
Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

* Psychology *
Robert Ross Bartholomew II
Christina Marie Cabbiness
Christina Inez Cook
Shannon Lee Hinson
Lauren Nicole Livsey
Weston Paul Mantle
Janice Nicole Rogillio
Tarra Kathleen Thompson

Lindsey Diana Brill
Brittany Joy Compton
Jose L. Hernandez
Alisha Ann Huddleston
Shellyn Lanell Long
Courtney Nicole May
Kathryn Ann Talley

* Sociology *
Mary Catherine Amberg
DeAnn Mishá Cooks
Meredith Mae Drye
Lesley Anne Hemphill
Holly Anne Lamb
Lori Jean Robinson
Taylor Elise Schwartz
Kaleb Vincent Starns
Michael Aaron Taylor

Sayde Dawn Brooks
Stanhope Bayne Denegre
Ezra Boone Forbes
Shannon Renee King
Taylor Lee Neighbors
Miesha LaChell Ruff
Jennifer Marie Slocombe
Kevin Woodward Stump
Laine Ashley Wheatley

* Zoology *
Jesse Dawn Casey
Katie Michelle Harrell
Molly Dayle McIntosh
Boe James Ray
Lane Evan Vassar

Marie Anne Gookin
Kara Brooke Long
Maggie Jane Quinn
Grace Ann Sorochnan
Melinda Kay White

Bachelor of University Studies

Michael Daniel Baker
David J. Buckland
Ryan William Hatch
Tia Winona Malcolm Sanders

Alysa Suzanne Benn
Mary Virginia Greene
Karen Louise Langley

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Bachelor of Science

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •

Zeb Curtis Austin     James Trenton Ballard
Elisabeth Lauren Bednar     Michael W. Beyer
Bryan Nicholas Bottoms     Gilbert Eric Campbell
Eugene A. Cherrington, Jr.     Grant Edward Colburn
Brett Alan Dalman     Jacob Scott Dearing
Erin Lindsli Elliott     Eric Chase Freeman
Daniel Ray Gilliland     Matthew Joseph Gray
Ross W. Gruenberg     Kyle C. Henderson
Brian Dale Holmes     Elizabeth McKinsey Hough
Morgan Nacole Jones     Miroslav M. Kirev
Brendan Shane Laverty     Vernel Thomas Laws
Matthew Taylor Lincoln     Richard Wyatt Musgrove
Brett William Olson     Nicholas Evan Powell
Julius J. Rice     Thomas Max Ringo
Benjamin Randall Ross     Go Sato
Eric William Schatte     Christopher Lee Stull
Thomas Michael Whittiker

• Athletic Training •

Megan Myfanwy Bolin

• Career and Technical Education •

James Edward Chastain     Brandi Nicole Kent
Jerry Lee Perkey     Blake Patrick Sullivan

• Education •

Hubert U. Anyiam     Bo Michael Bowling
Chance Andrew Deason     Jarrod Fields
Paige Trinity Hart     Richetti Undray Jones
Markelle Jermaine Martin     Katelyn Jean Ruby
Luis Miguel Uribe     Donnie Webb
Wilson James Youman

• Elementary Education •

Kiley Dianne Anderson     Lauren Ashley Bean
Kelsey Elaine Bridges     Angela Casey
Kourtney LaDawn Childers     Sarah Ann Coonce
Nicole Ashley Copeland     Hollie Alexandra Dempsey
*Honors College Degrees*
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: *Summa Cum Laude*, 3.9-4.0; *Magna Cum Laude*, 3.8-3.89; *Cum Laude*, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

- **Health Education and Promotion**
  - Meredith Grace Edwards
  - Ashley Alexandria Gaona
  - Karah Jean Graves
  - Debbie Ann Hinchey
  - Hillary Ann Humphrey
  - Sierra D. Loder
  - Megan M. McDougal
  - Amanda Michelle Milinkovich
  - Chamonix Felicia Morejón
  - Andrea Leigh Parsons
  - Ali Marie Schulteiss
  - Linda G. Short
  - Amanda Marie Sloan
  - Ashley Lauren Streber
  - Brandi Marie Watkins
  - Robin May White
  - Tarissa K. Lynn York
  - Jared N. Avilez
  - JeVonna Danielle Caine
  - Cy William Freeman
  - Candice Leigh Leeper
  - Matthew Gregory Peery
  - Patrick Wayne Simmons
  - Reese Dale Watson
  - Lauren Renee Wilson
  - Katherine Elizabeth Bond
  - Hillary Chambers
  - Sean Jacob Hedman
  - Kelsey Marie Martin
  - Trenton Anthony Rabbit
  - Megan Michele Warn
  - Elizabeth Anne Wells

- **Health Promotion**
  - James Christopher Bryan
  - Chelsea Nicole McCann
  - Margie Danielle Filion

- **Leisure Studies**
  - Angela Nichole Banning
  - Mary Cross
  - Kristen Elizabeth Garrett
  - April Ann Moses
  - Logan Phillip Nagy
  - Leah Marie Gonzales Riffle
  - Emma E. Sikich
  - Chealsey L. States
  - Stacy May Sullivan
  - Lauren Marie Tiehen
  - Rochell Werito
  - Cole Judson Whatley
  - David Allen Bingham
  - Justin Wade Culpepper
  - Shelby Nichole Mathis
  - Melinda Nabwoba Mukolwe
  - Eryn Ashley Pope

---

*Honors College Degrees*  
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: *Summa Cum Laude*, 3.9-4.0; *Magna Cum Laude*, 3.8-3.89; *Cum Laude*, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
• Physical Education •
Jacob Warren Argraves
Erin Elizabeth Brown
Ryan Gene Farquhar
Lee Ledford
Jerry Don Prescott, Jr.
Daniel Antwain Shaw
Kevin Michael Wainscott

Brett David Biggs
Karl Tres Butt
Jordan Louise Gardner
Landon John Markes
Michele D. Ramler
Julie Janay Spencer
James Donald Woodard

• Secondary Education •
Elizabeth Day Baldischwiler
Andrea Michelle Fruit
Jessica Lynn Hornberger
Bradley John Mester
Lacey Jane Patrick
Ashley Jo Smith*

Tyler Woodrow Chronister
Zachary Aaron Grimm
Allison Renee Krigbaum
Ryan Ragon Moore
Suzanne Lanelle Randolph
Michelle Diane Sonnenfeld

Bachelor of University Studies
Casey Fuller Domnick
Kelly Dean Garroutte
Zachary Caleb Holland
Ashley Christine Marcantonio
Kris Alan Matthews
Rebecca Rose Miller
John Joseph Toben
Cody Michael Wann

Kristina Nicole Fleming
Brooke Nicole Haynie
Scott William Manning
Amy E. Marshall
Jessica Marie Medina
Tyler Rojai-Mancell Scott
Danielle Elyse Wall
**Honors College Degrees**

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: 
- Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0;
- Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89;
- Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation GPA).

---

**Bachelor of Architecture**

Matthew W. Claus
Nicholas Ray Conner
Sean Ryan Frans
Jessica Gail Impson
Laith Safwan Nabilsi
Nicole Lee Scott
David Kyle Wendling

Molly Lauren Clinkenbeard
Yasnov Yavitz Dawkins
Tanner Joe Hall
Shyam Ramesh Javali
Christopher Thomas Sanders
Bryan Edward Wells

---

**Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering**

Harry Michael Allen
James Andrew Davenport
Ryan Anthony Lack
Kristin Michelle Nevels
John Barrett Staats

Jesse Reed Cruce*
David Roger Hillstrom
Christopher Thomas McQuary
Robert Ernst Sonnenfeld

---

**Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering**

Jared Wesley Kinder
Braden Kyle Warcup

Jace Clifton Reed

---

**Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering**

Molly Jane Ramsey

---

**Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering**

Robert Grant Alumbaugh
Meagan Stephanie Busby
Travis Colin Crowder
Trenton Chase January
Joy Evelyn Naadei Kotev
Mazen Salim Qush
Brandon Scott Thach
Anne Concetta Vitale
Jerod Laurence Wilkins
Daniel Lee Willingham

Seth Christopher Buchanan
Jennifer Ann Case
Anna Nicole Hoag
Kennedy Kibet Kiprotich
Dewey Glen Peters
Jared Nathan Sparks
Elly Corine Towns

---

*Honors College Degrees*

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: 
- Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0;
- Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89;
- Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation GPA).
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Scott Alan Blankenship  Justin Lee Bolte
Michael Dwayne Brigge  Seth Wayne Charles
John Patrick Davis  Jeremy Ryan Dougan
Shondra DeAnn Fischer  Daeyoon Lee
Anh Tran Hung Nguyen  Tuan Ky Phan
Eric David Schubert  Praveenkumar Venkatesan

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Khaled Abdulatife M. Al Shaiji  Aaron Michael Arneson
Matthew James Castille  James Anthony Dunn
Sarah Lynn Helmbrecht  Mike Cruz Quezada
Igor I. Samoylov  Jon Clarke Snellgrove
Lauren Frances Stelzl  Adam Christian Stryker
Phillip Todd Walker  Matthew Joseph Wood

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology

• Construction Management Technology •
  Jarred Ross Britton

• Electrical Engineering Technology •
  Jason Robert Divelbiss  Phillip Sean Fischer
  Denver Amond McCoy  Charles E. Steiger, Jr.
  Parker Southwick Stenberg  Delaney Mickael Stephens

• Fire Protection and Safety Technology •
  David Daniel Barber  Jordan Michael Coleman
  Stephanie Kay Davidson  Christopher Joseph Douglas
  Clinton T. East  Benjamin J. Hobson
  Wilson Boon Jackson  Matthew Ryan McCoy
  Cory Alan Miller  Gabriel Ramirez
  Paul C. Smith  Rhett Joseph Strain
  Corey Ryan Vanover

• Mechanical Engineering Technology •
  Anwar Ahmed  Caleb Joseph Archambo
  Jacob Allen Bailey  Curtis Blake Clark
  Colby James Cline  Justin S. Crane
  Justin Gordon Denison  Treyton Blaine Drake
  Lucas J. Eleftherakis  Dillon Bridger Grabb
  Landon Charles Heaton  Michael Ryan Horton
  Dalton Toy Kelley  Raymond Alexander Kozicki
  John Matthew Mallory  Kyle Lee Martin
  Johnny Lee Norman  Khoi Minh Pham
  Christopher Charles Robison  Zachary Kyle Stout
  Jon Caleb Teehee  David Patrick Tosetto
Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation GPA).

Bachelor of Science in
Industrial Engineering and Management

Gokce Alakus                               Brandi Javon Andrews
Winston Bennett Broseke                     Zhong Jei Lau
Lauren Marie Tipton                         Kent Christopher Yount

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Michael J. Bevers                          Phillip Scott Boudreaux
Kyle Mark Bowling                          Levi Philip Chapman
Brian Jacob Crowdis                        Jesse Reed Cruce*
Benjamin Lawrence Dickinson                Aaron Daniel Dishman
James Daniel Drake                         Brandy Marie Drevs
Ashley Lane Enget                          Sean Daniel Ferguson
Elizabeth Perry Johnson                    Travis Daniel Legg
Christopher Thomas McQuary                Kristin Michelle Nevels
Austin Wayne Nutter                        Jena Denali Phelps
Chase Everett Reagan                       Thomas Loyd Richardson
Abby Marie Robinson                        Robert Ernst Sonnenfeld
Duncan Randall Staggs                     Paisley Victoria Sullivan
Angel A. Tapia                             Tonya Lenette Temple
Kyle Allen Teter                           Andrew Ian Westfahl
U-Joe Wong                                 Robert David Wood

Bachelor of University Studies

Christopher Paul Savoie
Bachelor of Science in Human Environmental Sciences

• Design, Housing and Merchandising •

Katie Elizabeth Brown
Lyndsay Kayla Cantrell
Ashlee Michelle Dowdy
Mary Katherine Forbes
Kimberly Danielle Hall
Kasey Len Hobgood
Krista Nicole Kanner
Amy Leigh Payne
Sarah Ellen Roark
Kathryn Diane Sappington
Sierra Shyann Simpson
Courtney Paige Thomas
Cassie Lynn Vaughn
Jennifer Lyn Williams

Haylee Buchanan
Ashley Renee Cranford
Anna Megan Eckhoff
Lauren Ashtin Freeman
Rian Allissa Hinds
Kelsey Beth Johnson
Elaine Jo Meadows
Julie Anna Redding
Katherine Leigh Sanders
Kristin Diane Schieffer
Katelyn Ann Sisco
Emily Anne Upchurch
Kimberly Elaine Weaver

• Hotel and Restaurant Administration •

Elisa N. Austin
Jonathan Keith Chandler
Lauren Cromley
Jennifer Lorain Gibson
Meagan Anne Glasgow
Allison Christine Griffith
Merritt Mills Hudgins
Yuara Hur
Jennica Caroline Kinney
Sandra Desirae McDaniel
Sarah Lynn Overcash
Viren Harshad Patel
Tarah Virginia Roberts
Lacey Dawn Sponsler
Katelyn Mae Tittle
Alicia Marie Wright

Joseph Allen Baldwin
Casey L. Cook
Christina Anne Ford
Kaylyn Michelle Gilchrist
Carson Drew Graham
James Michael Hill
Amanda Renee Hudson
Bonnie Dian Kaiser
Jessica Gabrielle Lowe
Brent A. Myers
James David Pace
Victoria Lucille Richards
Russell Clay Robertson
William Everett Streight
Derek Christopher Whisenhunt

• Human Development and Family Science •

Whitney Lee Anderson
Amy Janel Caldwell
Rachael Lavon Conklin
Caley Lynn Downey
Lindsay Giddens

Ashley Anne Bowmar
Haylee Jean Clunn
Jodi Michelle Delgado
Bethaney Nicole Gass
Olivia Grace Harper
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:
- Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0
- Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89
- Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation GPA).

Kristi Lani Hlubek   Kacie Renee Johnson
Katelyn Darr Kirk   Amy Nicole Knight
Melanie Ann Knight   Dannah Rae Krone
Jenna Jolene Linn   Elizabeth Anne Logan
William Jacob Luckenbach   Bethany Danielle Lusk
Sarah Holcomb McCubbin   Ryan A. McCulloch
Joshua David Norman   Kari Lynne Oare
Brittani BriAnn Parker   Hannah Ashlee Payne
Emelie Elise Schneider   Geronica Smith
Monica Renae Smith   Adam Robert Strange
Jennifer Caroline Thomison   Kaylin Elizabeth Thompson
Jessica Erin Todd   Jessica Lynne Todd
Jenna Marie Tripodi   Christine Patricia Vang
Jessica Randall Welch

* Nutritional Sciences *

Kelli Elizabeth Anderson   Brenda Marie Ashbaugh
Taylaura Leigh Baker   Brandon Jacob Behara
Shawna Marie Bolton   Amanda Ranae Brown
Ashley Nichole Choate   Ryan Thomas Cole
Katelyn Ruth Earl   Kelsey Renee Geurin
Ashley Marie Hesser   Amanda Danyielle Irby
Sayaka Isoda   Megan Elaine Jefferson
Britteny A. Johnson   Kristen Leigh Meyer
Hannah Bell Parker   Jacy Rhae Seybert
Michelle Renee Smith   Taiwo Azeez Sowemimo
Kristen Renee Sweet   Kristyn Diane Ward
Breann Lynn Williams

Bachelor of University Studies

Ana Alicia Bennett   Jenna Gail Gouskos
Jamelle Anthony Lynch   Gia L. Rose

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation GPA).
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

• Accounting •
Eric Paul Alberts                 Zunaira Mashkoor Ali
Kristin Moseley Allen            Micah J. Ault
Susan Marie Bailey               Marie Christine Bear
Brian Anthony Blosser            Matthew Jeffery Brown
Andrea Nicole Ann Byrd           Colby Wayne Castor
Jinkyu Choi                      Yejin Choi
Shing Wyou Chung                 Brett Glen Clifton
Charlie Dawn Crabtree            Anna Elizabeth Davis
Katrina Tate Dillwith            Matthew William Dinse
Jessica Nicole Dvorak            Sean Michael Faulkner
Ryan Dean Fielding              Jacob Roger Forte
Katie Lynn Fuchs                 Tanner Lee Furhr
Heidi A. Gall                    Andrew Charles Godwin
Zachary De’Vere Hartpence        Bryce Anthony Hood
Cecily Dyann Hooper              Zachery Mac Hummel
Krystal Nicole Krug              Racheal Yvonne Lack
Megan Marie Lang                 Spencer Cody Lucas
Michael Malati                   Lindsey Ann Maltby
Morgan René McGrew               Quentin L. McKinney
Rebecca Ashley McMillan          Bailey C. Miller
Jessica Denise Mitchell          Cathy Hoang Nguyen
Annonciate Gloria Ntirwihorwa    Robert Joseph O’Neal
Adam Ray Osmus                   Vimal B. Patel
Grant Brandon Primm              Tara E. Rains
Jonathan Nelson Reale           Nathan Lynn Ross
Christine A. Schrameck-Hawkins   Lina Zuhir Shakra
Tammy Jo Simpkins                Shyla Paige Sjoberg
Matthew Jay Smith                Jesus Ricardo Soto Muñiz
Leo J. Steele, Jr.               Katherine Elizabeth Steichen
Courtney Shae Stone              Mary Paige Sutton
Micah Aaron Todd                 Kong Chi Tsang
Michael Patrick Turner           Seth Bradley Wanger
Adam Michael Westhoff            John Tyler Williams
David Anthony Willis            Joni Renee Wolfe
Crystal Joanne Wunch             Aimee Dawn Wyrick
Lina Xu
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

*Economics*
- Joshua Eric Cole
- Thomas Pierce Keeling
- Nicole C. Paquette
- Kirk Alan Ridenour
- Skylar Andrew Vest
- Jeffrey Neal Weast

- Jordan Ross Gary
- Tony Anh Nguyen
- Kristopher David Patrick
- Carleton Sui Szeto
- Austin Tyler Waugh

*Entrepreneurship*
- Devon Lea Anthony
- Dustan Kyle Grigg
- Lynsie M. Morris
- Micah BreAnne Robison

- Allison Renee Brewer
- Zachary Evan Massey
- Andrea Elizabeth Nordquist
- Nicholas Charles Sidorakis

*Finance*
- James Eddington Bailey
- Matthew L. Breshears
- Thomas Baird Brown
- Rachael Lynn Fishburn
- Jessica Karine Gonzalez
- Yun Hong
- Brittany Charlene Johnson
- Steven Ray Kennedy
- Cameron Deverill Ludewig
- Ilhan Hassan Mohamud
- Ryan Keith Morris
- Hien Thao Vu Nguyen
- Ossie Patton
- Baron Zacharie Phillips
- Nathan A. Randall
- Christopher Dean Sawyer
- Karig Gene Stoup
- Sarah Elizabeth Taraszka
- Christopher Machae Tucker
- Matthew Todd Veasey
- Bradford Michael Ward
- Taylor Elizabeth Young

- Ronnie Donnell Battle
- James M. Brown
- Kevin Michael David
- Tracy Michele Gibson
- Heather Leigh Hauglund
- Kurtis Ryan Hutchinson
- Kancani Kancani
- Katie Klaus
- Aaron Joseph McIntire
- Kari Noelle Morris
- Gregory Franklin Morrison
- Tram Phan Bao Nguyen
- Cindy Peters
- Jarrod Dean Pilgrim
- Nicholas Ryan Rhoads
- Audra Faye Scarboro
- Stephen Dean Sutton, Jr
- Whitney Renee Taylor
- Kyle David Upchurch
- Robert Daniel Vernon
- Margaux Denai Will

*General Business*
- Ronnie Donnell Battle
- Erica Michelle Choate
- Chase Gregory Collins
- Pamela June Fortney
- Sandra Kay Hancock
- Andrew John Heck

*Honors College Degrees*
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Carly M. Hoemann   Kyle King
Benjamin Lane Laverty   Travis Walter McCollom
Hannah Victoria Melton   Michael Ryan Miller
Joseph Scott Morgan   Sheelah Rashelle Padilla
Lynsy Payton Patterson   Alisha N. Price
Sandra G. Ratliff   Benjamin Allen Riverman
Justin Daniel Williams   Robert James Williams

• International Business •
Yuliya Victoriya Antufeeva   Samuel Kevin Ball
Mabel Aurora Casanova   John Michael Cook I
Moises Echeverria   Gabriela Grijalva
Emily Lynne Hann   Kien How Heng
Gustavo De Jesus Ibarra-Perez   Rachel Marie Jones
Thomas James O’Brien   John W. Oglesby
Meaghan Christine Parker   Lindsey Marye Pewitt
Wendelene P. Rios   Robert Stephen Robertson
Teresa Renee Rutherford   Karen Ann Schneberger
Jill Marie Shero   John Knox Taylor
Brandon A. White   Catherine H. Yeh

• Management •
Austin Gregory Adams   Blake Allen Aduddell
Clarissa Renee Andrews   Matthew Brandon Appling
Tammy Kaye Austin   Brett Thomas Biddinger
Chip Howard Broaddus   Phillip R. Brotherton
Jacob Alexander Buckles   Kristina Marie Burkett
Brady Marshal Butler   Austin N. Cagle
Roderick Deyoung Carlisle   Ashli Nicole Cauthorn
Erica Michelle Choate   Ken George Coklas
Brooke Jacenta Cole   Kaci Beth Cowan
Jennifer Kay Crater   Dominic Kristin De Bruin
Jordan Elizabeth Dean   Andrew Meek Dickison
George Brett Ditchavage   Alex S. Egbert
James E. Ernst, Jr.   William Randall Finfrock
Kirsten Joy Fitch   Brandon Kurt Fletcher
Cody Wayne Forehand   David Michael Frazier
Alexander Douglas Fuller   Angie Christine Gibson
Tyler Thompson Grimes   Rohit Gunda
Christine Dianne Harris   Jakub Jan Hartlieb
Antonio Maurice Hawkins   Michael Alan Haws
Leesa Michele Hayes   Richard Trenton Heath
Renee Danielle Henshaw   Mark Noble Hensley
Bonnie Elizabeth Hess   Brandon C. Hooper
Chih-Hui Hung   Byron Imes
Basheer Warren Jackson   Tux Lee Jackson
Audrey Nicole Johnson   Deanna Ashley Johnson
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

*Honors College Degrees*

Joseph Daniel Johnson  Billie Jo Kelley
Steven Ray Kennedy  Kevin Blaine Kerner
Ryan Andrew Little  Aaron Michael Lively
Linlee Danielle Lovett  Timothy James Lowell
Paige Brittannia Lungren  Patrick Allen McDonald
Blake Anthony Marshall  Tracey M. Martin
Rebecca Ann McIntire  Melissa M. Miller
Toan Ngoc Nguyen  Rayna Sue Old Bull
James Adran Ozment  Tejas R. Patel
Diane Marie Patrick  Courtney Leigh Patterson
Jonathan Drew Powers  Katherine Renee Pryor
Cal Joseph Quinlan  Clay Townsend Raun
Wendelene P. Rios  Christopher Norman Rowan
Alexander Bradford Rowland  Zachary Wayne Russell
Amber Dawn Shearon Silamianos  Devin Razor Shines
Shannon Marie Smith  Brian Allen Spomer
Sarah Lynn Stisser  Kristin Danielle Stratton
Sara May Sullenger  Amanda Kay Taylor
Stacy Lynn Tipton  Christina Louise Turney
Cornelius Dupre' Vandenborn  Erin Nicole Vierthaler
Brandon A. White  Jonathan R. Wilkerson
Robyn Annette Willey  Nicole Marie Williams
Stephanie Lynn Williamson  William Clayton Windle
Bradley Joseph Wondra  Joel Michael Wood

* Management Information Systems *

Faisal A. A. R. A. Alsubaiei  Alexander Nathaniel Ashby
Brett Farris Bayouth  Danny Ray Bruner, Jr.
Zach Blayne Carew  Jacob Oliver Gallegiez
Trent Alexander Gallegos  Brittany Mychele Godwin
Kayla Danielle Kite  Christa Lynn LeClaire
Logan James Lynn  Joseph Randolph Lyon
Christopher Alan Mervyn  Katherine Elizabeth O’Neil
Logan Chase Rinehart  Keegan A. Sequeira
Adam Bryan Smith  Jared Wesley Smith
Charles Andrew Tripp  Cameron Ross Underwood
Taylor M. Winsett

* Marketing *

Wesly Preston Alford
Kelsey Leigh Amyx
Brett Andrew Appling
Thai Symone Armstrong
Trevor William Austin
Wray A. Baker
Blaike Lee Barnes
Sean W. Baxter

*Honors College Degrees*

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Chelsea Beth Carner  Alecia Dawn Cartwright
Michael Brandon Catlett  Derek William Clark
Bryan Spencer Cole  James Michael Decker
Jordan Drew Dickson  Elizabeth Grace Dobbs
Tori Lyn Fanning  Brandon Robert Fields
Riley Thomas Flack  Zachariah Taylor Gall
Eve M. Gatwood  Elizabeth Megan Graves
Katherine Evan Greenawalt  Paul Howard Griffiths
Alysia Lynn Hamilton  Sean Michael Hardy
Thomas Luke Hardy  Teri Ann Harvey
Eric Allen Hawkins  Leesa Michele Hayes
Derrick Lyndell Haynes  Wesley Robert Hendrickson
Madisen Brooke Hlinicky  Trenton Davis Hood
Jordan Ryan Humes  Thomas Mason Humphries
Matthew Harrison James  Tiffany Michele Kay
Casey Blake LaBrue  Laura Marie Lewis
Rachel Louise Masterson  Jeremy D. McCan
Matthew Brian McCann  Charles Alan McCormick
Bryan Michael Metzger  Robert Meza
Stephanie Dawn Mitchell  Whitney Jayne Mize
Melissa Sue Montag  Jacob Michael Ostroe
Jason Andrew Phillips  Stephen Mark Rainwater
Brett Allen Randolph  Jon Robertson
Nickolas Wayne Rosser  Megan Danae Saltink
Sarah Jenae Sanders  Rachel Leigh Scott
Katie Marie Short  Jessica Michelle St. Germaine
James Douglas Stricker  Keon M. Sumbry
Aaron Rod Taylor  Kenneth W. Tucker, Jr
Axel Andres Uriarte  Warren D. Weir
Melissa Nicole White  Jennifer Lee Williams
Jessica A. Willison  Makenzi Susann Wooten
Brittany Nichole Yarborough  Greg M. Yates

Bachelor of University Studies

Max Alan Dargen  Ashley Roland Wright
The list of fall 2011 degree candidates was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of graduation. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a fall 2011 degree from Oklahoma State University at this commencement. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Colleges and the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.

Degree Abbreviations:

- BA Bachelor of Arts
- BAR Bachelor of Architecture
- BEN Bachelor of Engineering
- BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
- BLA Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
- BM Bachelor of Music
- BS Bachelor of Science
- BSAE Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
- BSAG Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- BSBBA Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- BSBE Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
- BSCH Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
- BSCV Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- BSCP Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
- BSEE Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- BSET Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
- BSHE Bachelor of Science in Human Environmental Sciences
- BSIE Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
- BSME Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- BUS Bachelor of University Studies
- DVM Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
- MA Master of Arts
- MAG Master of Agriculture
- MBA Master of Business Administration
- MM Master of Music
- MS Master of Science
- MSBA Master of Science in Business Administration
- EdS Specialist in Education
- EdD Doctor of Education
- PhD Doctor of Philosophy

*Honors College Degrees*

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: **Summa Cum Laude**, 3.9-4.0; **Magna Cum Laude**, 3.8-3.89; **Cum Laude**, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Additional Spring 2011 Degree Recipients

OSU spring and summer degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU spring commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the spring commencement book. However, because the spring commencement book goes to print shortly after April 1, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today's ceremony.

Nichlavos Vinson Alappat  •  MS  Industrial Engineering and Management
April Suzanne Axsom  •  BSBA  Marketing
Brandi Marie Baldwin  •  MS  Accounting
Azmi Nuri Baryun  •  MS  Civil Engineering
Brent Taylor Bennett  •  BSBA  Management
Ankur Prakash Bhakta  •  MBA  Business Administration
Dakota Lee Bickerdike  •  BSBA  Finance
Colby Thomas Bunch  •  BM  Music
Thomas Caleca  •  MS  Natural and Applied Sciences
Sarah Lee Ann Cazzelle  •  BUS  University Studies
Dakota Chancey  •  BA  English
Conrad C. Chenoweth  •  MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Sunny Choi  •  PhD  Computer Science
Kathryn Lynn Clark  •  BA  Journalism and Broadcasting
Amanda Rachelle Clinton  •  MS  Mass Communications
Tama Ray Cook  •  BSBA  Management
Andrew Carson Correa  •  BSBA  Management
Carley Michele Cuenca  •  BA  English
Stephen M. Cunningham  •  MM  Pedagogy and Performance
Crystal Renee Davis  •  MS  Educational Leadership Studies
John Wesley Dawson  •  BA  Sociology
Justin Thomas Dvorak  •  BSAG  Animal Science
Nathan Eugene Clark Elendt  •  BS  Computer Science
Kylie Nikole Ethridge  •  BS  Journalism and Broadcasting
Emad Faheem Faruqui  •  BSCV  Civil Engineering
Thomas Rob Fiegener  •  BSBA  Marketing
Eric Tyler Fox  •  MBA  Business Administration
Joshua Lee Gee  •  MBA  Business Administration
German Daniel Giachino  •  MS  Natural and Applied Sciences
Trevor Nolan Gibson  •  BSBA  Marketing
Andrew Ross Giddens  •  BA  English
Stephen Wayne Gilliland  •  MS  Agricultural Economics
Matthew Alec Greenlee  •  BSAG  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Mallory Jo Hall  •  BUS  University Studies
Kyle Jackson Harper  •  BSAG  Animal Science
Cates Kimberli Harris  •  MS  Educational Technology
Chelsea Rae Harris  •  BS  Sociology
Timothy James Harrison  •  BA  Political Science
Allison D. Haynes  •  MS  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jennifer Renhae Helm  •  BS  Sociology
Kelsey Michelle Henry  •  MS  Accounting
Alleah Chanelle Hilker  •  BA  Psychology
Brian Christopher Hill  •  BSBA  Management
Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

Lindsey Ann Hix • MAG Agriculture
Garrett Joseph Holmes • MBA Business Administration
Angela M. Huggins • MBA Business Administration
Jeffrey Michael Hughes • MBA Business Administration
Brandon Christopher Humble • BSAG Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Hossein Javadi Asl • MS Quantitative Financial Economics
Eraj Aslamkhonovich Kaniev • MS International Studies
Stuart Benjamin Keast • BA History, BA Political Science
Kip R. Kelley • MS Entrepreneurship
Kristen Michelle Kennedy • BSBA Accounting
Joshua Daniel Kingsley • BA American Studies
Sigita Kokis • BSBA Accounting
Emma Brummet Lang • MS Educational Psychology
Jenna Hope Layton • BUS University Studies
Lijun Lin • MS Statistics
Weilun Lin • MBA Business Administration
Chase Andrew Lindell • BS Geology
Rupak Lohani • MS Agricultural Economics
Karthik Manohar • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Carlen W. Martin • BSBA Marketing
Curtis T. Matlach • MBA Business Administration
William Creighton McLain • BSBA Management
Calvert Richard McMahon • BSBA Finance
Evan Clayton Miller • MBA Business Administration
Patrick Shane Morgan • BSBA Management
Whitney Nicole Morris • BSBA Accounting
Jeffrey C. Morton • MBA Business Administration
Kathryn Danielle Moyer • BSAG Animal Science
Destiny Nichole Murray • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jennifer Ryan Neeley • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Quang Nguyen • BSET Electrical Engineering Technology
Christopher M. O’Connor • MBA Business Administration
Joshua Cole Osko • BSBA Accounting
Brianna Joy Parnell • BSBA Management
Darryl Sean Payton • MS Interdisciplinary Science
Brian E. Perryman • EdD Applied Educational Studies
Gus Logan Plumb • BSBA Management
Nicholas Michael Pope • BSAG Animal Science
Brock A. Price • MA English
Jeremy W. Ransdell • BSHS Nutritional Sciences
James Newton Reed, Jr. • MS Telecommunications Management
Jonathan Gabriel Ries • BSBA General Business

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Douglas Schroeder Roark • MS Counseling
Dustin Russell • BA Psychology
Chism Heith Sander • BSAG Agricultural Communications
Luke E. Sattler • MM Pedagogy and Performance
Paul D. Schapker • MM Pedagogy and Performance
Erica Lynn Scott • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jennifer Lynn Scott • BA English
Richard A. Searls • MA English
Jason A. Seneker • MBA Business Administration
Joseph Ryan Shepard • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Emma Kathryn Shirley • BA Psychology
Terrance D. Smith • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Scott Thomas Squires • BS Chemistry
Greg F. Stackenwalt • MS Natural and Applied Sciences
Misty Renee Stutsman • MBA Business Administration
Sarah Kathryn Summers • MBA Business Administration
Kevin Christopher Swearingen • MS Accounting
Rachelle LyAnn Taylor • BA Political Science
Jeremy Cornelius Thompson • BS Education
Ashley Shannon Trakalo • MS International Studies
Ashley Dawn Underwood • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Carissa Danielle Warne • BSBA Marketing
Tyler M. Weirick • BS Computer Science, BSAG Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Timothy Sean Welch • BA Psychology
Joey Daniel Welle • BA Sociology
Charles Brent Wellings • MS Animal Science
Stephanie R. White • BA Liberal Studies
Kristin L. Yeary • MS Natural and Applied Sciences
Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

**Additional Summer 2011 Degree Recipients**

OSU spring and summer degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU spring commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the spring commencement book. However, because the spring commencement book goes to print shortly after April 1, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today's ceremony.

Etoile Yvette Abbott • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Silvano L. Abreu • PhD Soil Science
Kayla Dawn Adams • BS Health Education and Promotion
Brenda Aguirre • BSBA General Business
Anvesh Reddy Aileni • MS Computer Science
Ahmed Hussain Al Lawati • BSIE Industrial Engineering and Management
Abdelhamid Mohammad Albaid • PhD Physics
Jacques Colin-Rex Albert • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Owen Ross Allen • BS Zoology
Jonathan Howard Allison • BSBA Accounting, BSBA Finance
Josephine Marie Almendarez • BUS University Studies
Jaremy David Andrews • BS Sociology
Mohammed S. Assiri • PhD English
Ryan Edward Atkins • BSEE Electrical Engineering
Amoré May Azimi • BSBA International Business
Xiaomei Bai • MS Computer Science
Lenin K. Bala • MS Management Information Systems
Herbert Andrew Bauer • BA History
Michelle Reneé Beaver • BS Secondary Education
Jesse William Beck • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Mary Kathryn Beitz • MS Environmental Science
Benjamin Yehuda Belleri • BSBA Management
Amanda Jo Benn • MS Natural and Applied Sciences
Calley Marie Bennett • BSBA General Business
Amir Kaji Bhochhibhoya • MS Entrepreneurship
Michael Ray Bilby • BSBA Management
Shaylor Billings • MS Physics
Steffen David Bischoff • BS Biochemistry
Tyra Blew • MA Political Science
Jennifer Block • MS Natural and Applied Sciences
Jared Allen Bowling • BSBA General Business
Bryant Wheatley Boyer • BSAG Animal Science
Nathan Andrew Bradford • BS Zoology
Valerie J. Bradshaw • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Devin Bo Brown • BS Physical Education
Jamie A. Brown • MBA Business Administration

*Honors College Degrees*
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: *Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79* (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Teece Paige Brown  •  PhD  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Jordan Ross Bunnell  •  BA  Sociology
Leigh Anne Burnham  •  BSBA  Finance
Travis J. Bush  •  MA  English
Karlee Kay Butts  •  BS  Leisure Studies
Taylor Elizabeth Byrd  •  BA  Psychology
Jamaica Laurel Cannon  •  BUS  University Studies
Christopher M. Carrero  •  MS  Electrical Engineering
Katelyn Marie Caudill  •  BSAG  Animal Science
Jesse Craig Chaffin  •  MA  English
Bipul Chandra  •  MS  Computer Science
Sylvia N. Chaney  •  MS  Design, Housing and Merchandising
Chakradhara R. Chinthapanti  •  MS  Computer Science
Seong Won Choi  •  BS  Athletic Training
Racheal Dawn Christenson  •  BS  Psychology
Taylor Austin Clenney  •  BA  American Studies
Kendra Leigh Click  •  BSAG  Agricultural Leadership
Lindsey Michelle Clift  •  BUS  University Studies
Elizabeth Lynne Close  •  BA  Psychology
James Cooper  •  MA  English
Janita Renee Cormell  •  MS  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Rollin Dean Cowherd  •  BSBA  Management
Megan Lynne Cowles  •  BSAG  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Caleb Samuel Cox  •  BUS  University Studies
Mitchell Hastings Craft  •  MA  Philosophy
Nathan Ray Cragun  •  BSBA  Management
Ketevan Danelia  •  PhD  Human Environmental Sciences
Caroline Rachel Daniels  •  BS  Political Science
Praedip Kumar Dantala  •  MS  Computer Science
McKenna Elizabeth Dargel  •  BSHS  Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Thrishukanth Dasari  •  MS  Computer Science
Robert J. Davis  •  MS  Educational Leadership Studies
James Jay Dawes  •  PhD  Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Jennifer Racheal Layne Dickson  •  BSBA  Management
Timothy Dean Diehl  •  BSBA  Marketing
Matthew B. Dolph  •  BA  English
Sarah Lyn Donelson  •  PhD  Entomology
Austin Dee Douglas  •  BSAG  Agribusiness
Phillip Wade DuBois  •  BS  Psychology
Christopher Matthew Duncan  •  BS  Geology
Megan Renae Durham  •  BA  English
Richard Kyle Eastham  •  MS  Entrepreneurship
Mark Dwain Eck  •  BUS  University Studies
Samuel Lee Eden  •  BSAG  Agricultural Education
Patrick Benjamin Elder  •  MS  Mass Communications
Stephanie Kara Ellis  •  BSHS  Human Development and Family Science
Alyssa Kathleen Emory  •  BS  Physiology
Brittney Louise Evans  •  BSBA  Management
Amber Nicole Eytcheson  •  MS  Plant and Soil Science
Ellen Marie Ezell  •  BSHS  Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: *Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79* (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Brianne Noelle Heckathorn • MS Human Development and Family Science
Larry Brett Henderson, Jr. • BSBA Marketing
Scott Allen Henry • BSBA Finance
Donald R. Hensley • BA Journalism and Broadcasting
Barry W. Hoehne • MS Natural and Applied Sciences
Holly A. Hogue • BSAG Animal Science
Sandeep Kotrappa Holiyachi • MS Management Information Systems
Kasie Nicole Holland • BSHS Nutritional Sciences
Brittany Rae Holzer • MS Zoology
Sara E. House • PhD Educational Psychology
Gaylen R. Howe • BSBA Management
Ran Huang • MS Electrical Engineering
Corey Joseph Hubble • BA History
Roger Duane Hughes • MS Civil Engineering
Shawna R. Hughes • MS Food Science
Trent Mark Hughes • BSAG Animal Science
Chelsea Rea Hull • BUS University Studies
Katherine A. Hulse • BSBA Accounting
Casey Albert Hunger • BSBA Marketing
Janelle Elizabeth Hutchinson • BSBA Accounting
Peter Bruce Jack • BS Journalism and Broadcasting
Adam Lee Jacobs • BUS University Studies
Ajith James Cyriac • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Adam C. Jameson • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Brody Wyman Jensen • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Puneet Jethani • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Christopher A. Johnson • MS Computer Science
Justus Paul Johnston • BSET Electrical Engineering Technology
Robert William Jones • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Maya Lucia Joray • PhD Human Environmental Sciences
Harshad Vedang Kale • MS Management Information Systems
Samuel Logan Kelley • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Joshua Mark Kent • BS Sociology
Emily Nicole Kern • MS Entrepreneurship
James Allan Kidd • PhD Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nino Kiguradze • BA English
Kevin D. Kilhofer • BS Biological Science
Jerome Willson Kirtley • BA History
John Sharp Knorr • MS Statistics
Kenneth Clyde Koch • MS Mass Communications
Amey Arun Kokane • MS Management Information Systems
Jordan K. Koskei • MS Computer Science
Yashwanth Vijay Narayana Raju Kothapalli • MS Computer Science
Nataliia Kovtun • MS International Studies
Chetan Vishwanath Kulkarni • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Venkata Raghava Praveen Kumar Kuruvida • MS Computer Science
Michael Charles Lacava • BSBA Management
Robin Hood Lacy, Jr. • PhD Environmental Science
Justin Glen Ladd • BSAG Agricultural Education
Prerana Rani Laddha • MS Computer Science
Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).

Chase Bussey Lafferty • BSAG Animal Science
Jaros Lav Lajos • PhD Computer Science
Sharla Marie Latham • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Erin Renea LaVasque • BS Zoology
William J. Lavender • BSBA Finance
Whitney J. Layman • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Bruce Maxwell Lebold • MS Electrical Engineering
Jarrod Brandon Leist • MS Natural and Applied Sciences
Jeremy Steven Leister • BSAG Animal Science
Caleb Scott Lester • BSBA Marketing
Patrick James Lewis • PhD Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Ronny S. Lim • MS Electrical Engineering
Seng Wooi Lim • MS Food Science
Alexis Jo Linville • BUS University Studies
Jian Liu • MS Physics
Violeta Mariana Loeza Deloya • MAG Agriculture
Lacie Renee Loveall • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Aaron Franklin Lowe • BS Biochemistry
Sean Kelly Maclaskey • MS Mechanical Engineering
Cody C. Magby • BSAG Agricultural Education
Jessica Shirley Magers • MS Geology
Ganapathi R. Mahadevan • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Saugata Mahapatra • PhD Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Usman Mahmood • BSBA Accounting, BSBA Finance
Rinosh J. Mani • PhD Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Zahra Maria • MS Mechanical Engineering
Rachel L. Martin • MAG Agriculture
James Dailey Mason, Jr. • PhD Sociology
Andrew James Mathiasen • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Donald Edward Mayo • BSBA Management
James Christopher McAlister • BS Journalism and Broadcasting
Robert Alexander McCauley III • BSBA International Business
Jamie Lee Anne McCoy • BSAE Aerospace Engineering, BSME Mechanical Engineering
Jeffrey Scott McCoy • MM Pedagogy and Performance
Emily Ayers McKenzie • MS Leisure Studies
Paul Wayne McLaughlin • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Phyllis Ann McLemore • BS Journalism and Broadcasting
Kevin Patrick McNamara • BSET Construction Management Technology
Mack Wade McPhail • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
John Thomas McSpadden • BUS University Studies
Betelhem Mateos Mekisso • MS Electrical Engineering
Nicholas Alexander Mendez • BA Spanish
Eunice Wamuyu Menja • MS Human Development and Family Science

*Honors College Degrees

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Barbara Renee Merchant • PhD Educational Psychology
Brandon Lee Miller • BSAG Animal Science
Tyler Chase Miller • BSHS Nutritional Sciences
Samuel Louis Milligan • BAR Architecture
Sharon Elizabeth Millington • BS Psychology
Jaime H. Miranda • BA Spanish
Lindsey Luellen Mitts • BSBA General Business
Hulas Chand Modi • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Chelsey Suzanne Moffatt • BSBA Management
Rachael Ann Montin • MA English
Lindsay Ann Mooneyhan • BS Zoology
Kolbe Barrett Moore • BSBA Finance
Vickie Lynn Moore • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Daniel Kanaya Morse • BS Geology
Joshua Dale Mosley • BUS University Studies
Neel H. Muni • BSHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Adam Ezekiel Murdock • PhD Physics
Shane Patrick Murray • BSAG Animal Science
Alex Randall Newcomer • BS Secondary Education
Quynh-Nhu Stephanie Nguyen • BSAG Animal Science
Eleanor M. Nugent • MS Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Joshua A. Oaks • MS Mass Communications
Fumika Oba • BS Biological Science
Sunil Obediah • PhD Educational Psychology
Beatrice A. Okwongwa • PhD Human Environmental Sciences
Melissa Grace Oliver • MS Human Development and Family Science
Adrienne O’Reilly • MS International Studies
Catalina Nassyra Palacios Diazceballos • MS International Studies
Courtney Reneé Palmer • MS Human Development and Family Science
Anupam C. Pandit • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Sharity Denise Parham • BSBA International Business
Hui Ju Park • PhD Human Environmental Sciences
Mindi Jo Parsell • MS Geology
Kimberlee Rachelle Pate • BSBA Marketing
Kayla A. Pattison • MS Mass Communications
Patsy Leanne Peace • BSAG Agribusiness
Blaise Regan Peintner • BA Psychology
Rian Mae Perryman • MS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Holly Michelle Peters • BUS University Studies
Rachel Nicole Peterson • BSBA Accounting
Rajpamal Raveenthiran Pethuraj • MS Management Information Systems
Daniel Thomas Petrin • MS Sociology
Christopher Jace Pitaniello • BSHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Zachary A. Poland • MS Geology
Lauren Wendy Polczynski • BSBA Accounting
Embrey Sharlene Pollet • MS Nutritional Sciences
John A. Polo • MS Natural Resource Ecology and Management
James Benjamin Pontious • BSHS Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Kansas Conrady Pope • PhD Education
Scott Dwayne Prewitt • BSBA Management
Somashekhar Punnuri  •  PhD  Plant Science
Timothy Austin Pye  •  MS  Animal Science
Denise Kay Radcliff  •  MS  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kaustubh M. Ranade  •  MS  Industrial Engineering and Management
Rachelle Anne Randall  •  BSAE  Aerospace Engineering, BSME  Mechanical Engineering
Olga Randolph  •  MS  Mass Communications
Joseph A. Ransom  •  MS  Human Development and Family Science
Kyle M. Ray  •  MA  Philosophy
Michael Aaron Ray  •  BSBA  Accounting
Kelley Ann Raymond  •  BA  Political Science
Alyson Rae Reese  •  MS  Educational Technology
Christopher Lewis Reiland  •  MS  Computer Science
Beau Marshall Ellis Renfrow  •  BSAE  Accounting
Robyn Marie Resnick  •  BS  Psychology
Cheyenne A. Reynolds  •  BS  Secondary Education
Jennifer Espinola Rich  •  BSAE  Management
Lauren Nicole Richardson  •  BA  English
Richard Joel Riffle  •  BS  Secondary Education
Nicholas Richard Rinderer  •  BUS  University Studies
Matthew B. Roberts  •  BSAE  Marketing
William Dale Robertson  •  MS  Agricultural Economics
Jorge Isaac Rocha  •  BSAE  Marketing
Kristin Lynn Rodgers  •  BS  Secondary Education
Nicholas J. Rose  •  MS  Geography
Robert Alan Ross  •  MAG  Agriculture
Hari Ganesh Rotithor  •  MS  Civil Engineering
Stephanie Michelle Rowe  •  BS  Journalism and Broadcasting
Shawn Kyle Rush  •  BUS  University Studies
Clinton Cole Rushing  •  MAG  Agriculture
Behnaz Sadr  •  MS  Electrical Engineering
Patrick Lumumba Saisi  •  PhD  Agricultural Education
Lindsay E. Salliotte  •  PhD  Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Rita Jean Sanders  •  BSAG  Animal Science
Samantha Megan Sanders  •  BSAG  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Swapnil Shivling Sankaye  •  MS  Mechanical Engineering
Kelsey Rae Sawin  •  BS  Political Science
Christopher Neil Schemmer  •  BSAE  Finance
Scott Singer Schiller  •  BA  Liberal Studies
Reid Allen Schindler  •  BLA  Landscape Architecture
Elizabeth A. Schilinger  •  MS  Psychology
Morgan Anna Schoeling  •  BS  Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Jacquelyn Nicole Seal  •  BSAE  Accounting
Hayden Roy Seay  •  BSAE  Accounting

*Honors College Degrees
Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).
Subhashini Selvaraju • PhD Chemistry
Ebtesam E.M. Senossi • MS Nutritional Sciences
Austin Jacob Sexten • MS Animal Science
Natis Zad Shafiq • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Samarth P. Shah • PhD Agricultural Economics
Alesia Jane Sharber • BS Botany, BS Zoology
Wyatt Vann Sharber* • BS Zoology
William Anderson Shaw • MS Educational Psychology
Autumn Brittany Sheets • BSBA Management
Deirdre Shepherd • MS Environmental Engineering
Kari Lynn Sherwood • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Tiffany Rae Shiel • BUS University Studies
Glory Shrivastava • MS Electrical Engineering
Cherie Lynn Shupert • BSAG Animal Science
Don Thomas Simon • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Raveendra Singh • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Rohit J. Singh • MS Management Information Systems
Rohith Reddy Singi Reddy • MS Computer Science
Joanna Kate Smith • MS Agricultural Communications
Jourdan Leigh Smith • BSBA Management
Judy E. Smith • MS Leisure Studies
Justin Eric Smith • MS Counseling
Kirby Lee Smith • MS Agricultural Communications
Sarah Katherine Smithson • BSBA Marketing
Rachel Anne Snyder • MSBA Accounting
Folakemi K. Sobowale • MS Agricultural Economics
Pervez Piyar Ali Soomar • BSBA Marketing
John Dillon Sparks • BSAG Animal Science
Sree Harsha Srikantaiah • PhD Photonics
Tracy Ilene Staten • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Ryan Parker Stewart • BS Journalism and Broadcasting
Ben David Still • BA Psychology
Amanda Grace Storey • BSBA Marketing
Erica Ann Strandberg* • BSAG Animal Science
Christopher Marcus Stuler • MA Political Science
Debra Kay Stump • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Summer Dawn Suarez • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Kaleb Daniel Summers • BSAG Agricultural Communications
Chaohui Sun • MS Computer Science
Jitesh Harshadkumar Suratwala • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Curtis D. Swinford • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Abeyou Adane Taddesse • MS Civil Engineering
Abhishek Talekar • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Sinan S. Tankut • MS Interdisciplinary Science
Faisal Tariq • MS International Studies
Regina Dawn Taylor • BEN Architectural Engineering
Kasse B. Taylor-Houston • BSAG Agricultural Education
Gabrielle Louise Tennery • BA Spanish
Bhupendrasinh C. Thakre • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Rebekah Jane Thompsen* • BSHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
*Honors College Degrees*

Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: *Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 (based on final retention/graduation gpa).*
Academic Regalia

The robes, hats and hoods worn by faculty members and graduates as they march into the commencement hall, and even the different colors you see on them, have historical origins and significance.

During the Middle Ages, scholars at the earliest English and European universities wore wool or fur garments to stay warm in the drafty, stone buildings that were poorly heated. Most of the scholars were also monks or priests, and as such had the hair shaved from the crowns of their heads in the distinctive clerical tonsure. Most wore cloaks that included a hood that could be pulled up to keep their heads warm. The academic gowns and hoods were adapted from both secular and clerical garments of the time, and the hood was chosen by the early scholars to indicate by color, trim or binding the degree held by the wearer.

The style of academic dress most frequently worn in the United States dates back to colonial times, although it was not formally adopted until near the end of the 19th Century, when it was chosen as appropriate attire by the Intercollegiate Commission during a meeting in New York. It has remained the general standard in America since, although some variations occur at individual institutions. In the United States, black is the traditional color for academic gowns, although some institutions allow holders of doctoral degrees to wear robes in the university’s colors.

The sleeves of the robes vary, depending on the degree held by the wearer. The bachelor’s robe has long, pointed sleeves. The master’s robe has sleeves that are oblong and closed at the ends, with slits through which the arms may be extended. The doctoral robe has a full sleeve with a velvet facing on the front and at the neck, and three velvet bars on each sleeve. The velvet may be black or of a color that symbolizes the degree held by the wearer.

The head covering most commonly used in the United States is the square, tasseled “mortarboard.” Some American universities, however, use berets, and in other countries a variety of styles of head coverings is worn with academic regalia. The tassel is usually black and is worn over the left front quarter of the mortarboard. Holders of doctoral degrees may wear gold tassels.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of American academic dress, which through color and design may indicate the wearer’s degree and the institution at which that degree was earned. Hoods are lined with the colors of the institution that awards the degree, and may be faced with the color designating the degree awarded. Hoods vary in length. The bachelor’s hood is about three feet long, the master’s slightly longer and the doctoral version is longer still and is decorated with broad color panels.

Candidates for advanced or professional degrees wear hoods symbolic of the degree. The color of the trim of the hood and the sleeve chevrons and panels of the academic gown are distinctive of the degree as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Gown:</th>
<th>Hood:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Black Velvet Panels</td>
<td>Blue Velvet Collar and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Light Blue Velvet</td>
<td>Light Blue Collar Panels and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet Collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Steel Gray Panels</td>
<td>Steel Gray Collar and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>White Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The colors of Oklahoma State University are embodied in the lining of the hood (orange and black chevron).

The colors of the hoods of faculty and guests are those of the institution conferring the degree.

In addition to the academic regalia described above, some students wear cords, sashes, ribbons, and other symbols of heritage or achievement in academics, service, and leadership.

Portions of the proceeding were adapted from the commencement program of the University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
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